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readers' recognition and recall of visually
presented familiar and unknown words. The

purpose of this study was to determine
whether Deaf and hard of hearing readers

could recognize and recall known and
unknown visually presented (words) from a
printed alphabet. Performance on the two
tasks was compared to that of a group of

sighted readers of comparable low (n = 19)
and high (n = 19) reading skills. The Deaf

participants were matched on chronological
age and years of education with the sighted
group, but had longer reading and writing
experience. All participants read at a basic
college-level vocabulary reading level and
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were screened to ensure that none had any
history of neurological problems or trauma

that would affect their reading/writing
skills. Subjects read five lists of known and

unknown (target) words, with each list
containing the target words at varying read-
to-write ratios. In the word recognition task,

participants were asked to identify the
target word; in the word recall task,

participants were asked to orally spell each
target word. Deaf readers did not differ
significantly from sighted readers in the

number of items recalled for the known and
unknown words at each read-to-write ratio.

However, Deaf readers performed
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significantly better than sighted readers at
the 10/100 and 11/100 read-to-write ratios
for both known and unknown words. These
results support the notion that reading and
spelling difficulties among Deaf people may

be related to deficits in phonological
processing.Exclusive: Transgender Woman,

Partner Executed in Iran Under State-
Ordered ‘Martyrdom’ By Stacy Meichtry In a

landmark case, a case that highlights the
challenges posed by the gender dysphoria
phenomenon, former transsexual Sakineh

Mohammadi Ashtiani is demanding a
retrial, though her appeals are unlikely to
have much chance of success given the
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shameful history of judicial proceedings in
her country. Though the death penalty has
been abolished in most of the world, Iran
has upheld it in a host of cases since the

fall of the Shah in 1979. From the Ayatollah
Khomeini’s introduction of the death

penalty for adultery to the execution of
women who got abortions, to the practice
of stoning “adulterers,” just about every
crime under the sun is justified by clerics

who interpret the Zoroastrian teachings of
the Judeo-Persian religion. Sakineh has

been targeted for her beliefs, being
accused of adultery, fornicating with her

son’s father, and even of magically
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changing genders. But while her
experiences have been horrific and warrant
her entire testimony being entered into the
court record, her story is not unique. “The

weight of the proscribed reality is
immense,” write Bijan Hooshmand and
Sussan Zahedi in Their Turn to Cry: An
examination of the conditions of the

execution of transsexuals in Iran. Due
Process Sakineh’s extradition trial began in
September 2006, following the arrest of her

family by Iranian authorities. Her lawyer
has argued that she has been tortured and
that she does not have a fair trial, but this
was denied by the Supreme Court of Iran.
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